
Moderate, Edit, Curate, Delete, Part 2

Merriam Webster: “Moderate: avoiding extremes of behavior or expression, observing reasonable
limits; tending toward the mean or average amount or dimension; (transitive verb): to lessen the
intensity or extremeness of; to preside over or act as chairman of.”

Middle. Not mild; not severe; more, well, milquetoast. That would be an adjective. We are going to
look at the “transitive verb” as described above, specifically, “to preside over.” Librarians moderate all
the time, through our collection and weeding policies, and the hosting of events, whether live or
virtual.

Any company that has a website or social media presence had better moderate it well. Why? Well….

OK, so it is possible that it’s not forever, but know this: anyone can take a screenshot or record their
own screens. As a matter of fact, there are websites that actually make money by “harvesting” what
others post on the Internet, and aggregating those data points into informational websites. The
Wordpress blog says a “content aggregator site collects information from all over the web and posts it
in one location for visitors to access. The topics are created around various keywords using RSS
[Really Simple Syndication] feeds. A content aggregator site will often provide attribution and a link to
the original site to avoid plagiarism claims. There are a few different ways for an aggregator site to
operate, but, generally, they don’t produce content of their own.”

Now, I usually just bookmark or visit sites directly if I want information. However, if you’d like to get
fancy and aggregate your own, Feedly is the RSS reader that appears to be number one right now in
2021. Vicki Volvoski from Zapier says, “Feedly is one of the first RSS reader apps you'll hear
mentioned if you ask people how they follow sites today. It's not hard to see why—its clean and
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simple interface is a great solution for both casual readers who just want to see all of their websites in
one place and power users who want to take advantage of every feature RSS apps have to offer.
Feedly's free plan offers most of the features casual readers need. Follow up to 100 sources, sort the
sites you follow into topical categories, watch YouTube videos, and read full-text articles (when
available) in a distraction-free, minimalist view. Plus, Feedly offers mobile apps for Android and iOS
devices, so you can access subscriptions easily both at home and on the go.”

Since “RSS feeds” were first on the Internet (1999), social media simply followed by naming their
formats in the same manner. Facebook calls their main landing page a “newsfeed.” When you follow
people on Twitter, it’s a “Twitter feed.” Most other social media companies will follow the same format,
because it makes sense.

The neat thing about RSS feed readers like Feedly is that they allow consumers to cut out the
middleman: those very same social media companies that copied them.

Coming back to the above word, “moderate,” there are many ways you can moderate your own news
and information sources. RSS feeds are an old way, but they have stuck around because they work.
As to the big social media companies, both Facebook and Twitter have good “help pages” that allow
users to better control what is in the feeds from those sites (Help page links are the names).
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